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Young filmmakers are coming together internationally to create inspiring, witty and 
provocative works that push boundaries. 

At SFFLondon, we believe in fresh perspectives. Where some may doubt students, 
assuming immaturity or a lack of expertise, we are proud of a body of work that 
truly illustrates professionalism, innovation and most of all courage. 

In this spirit we have put together a festival to honour the talent of emerging 
artists and to share their vision. We hope that, alongside our workshops and 
events, this festival will shine a new light on students and reveal the filmmakers of 
tomorrow.

- Naqisa Silva, Suchi Zhao & Umar Khan
Festival Directors

Since opening our call for submissions, we have seen literally hundreds of 
imaginative, gripping and moving films arrive in the office. SFFLondon was founded 
with the aim of proving that student filmmakers were creating work which equalled 
their professional rivals. Luckily, the submissions have done this in spades. With 
so many great films to choose from, pulling the programme together has not been 
easy. But I’m very proud of the final result, and I believe there will be something 
to suit all tastes, from explosive westerns to wordless wanderings. 

Of course, the films are not the only things on offer at the festival, and I hope 
that our range of workshops and panel discussions will entertain and inspire in 
equal measure. I would like to thank everyone involved in making the programme 
possible, and especially our panel of esteemed industry judges who have lent their 
support to us in our inaugural year. 

- Alex Barrett,
Head Programmer 

INTRODUCTION

SFFL: INTRO
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SFFL: JUDGES

We’d like to thank all of our judges and their agents for their interest and 
cooperation. For more information on our judges and to read their bios visit our 

website.

www.sfflondon.org/en/the-awards-judging-voting.html

AlexandLiane
Alex Williams

Andrew Thompson
Barry JV Purves
Dave Calhoun

David Morrissey
Dominic Allan

Gary Tarn
Gavin Humphries

Jabez Olssen
Jan Harlan

Jerry Deeney
John Hardwick

Jonathan Morris
Kevin Loader
Lucy Bailey
Marc Isaacs
Mark Waring

Otis Bell
Nick Bradshaw

Simon Pegg
Simon Quinn

Tim Robey
Trudy Bellinger

JUDGES
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SFFL: COMPETITION SCREENINGS

Paris 60 + Endgame 
10:00, Friday 3rd February
71 minutes + Q&A

An overt love letter to the French New Wave and the works of Wong Kar Wai, Paris 60 is 

an abstract and indulgent exploration of film and art. A self-reflective film within a film, it 

intertwines documentary-type excerpts with constructed elements – sometimes leaving 

it unclear which is which. Paris 60 doesn’t take place in Paris, but fills the screen with 

its nostalgia and artistry (or art for art’s sake). Godard would be proud – or would he?                                                                                                                                              

                                         

Endgame on the other hand completes this screening with Godardian style. It explores 

the end of a marriage in truncated form – in both editing and cinematography – and this 

one is actually rooted in France managing to exude a typical je ne sais quois.  

Competition 
Screenings

Breakfast Session
There will be free tea, coffee 
& croissants before this screening. 

*Filmmaker in Attendance 

Name Director School Country Time Category

Paris 60 * Tony Sebastian Ukpo London Film School UK 60 mins Fiction

Endgame * Wim Vanacker EICAR International France 11 mins Fiction 
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SFFL: COMPETITION SCREENINGS

Call it fringe or just lonely, this screening block consists of several odd, yet intriguing 

films - the result of isolation beyond our headphones; an island of hard, dangerous 

labour; a lonely character stuck inside the inner workings of the metro. Other films 

include a slightly pornographic photography documentary; a trippy short about a 

man collecting sounds to animate a doll and an interesting metaphor for greed in an 

animation: very appropriate for the current economic climate. 

Beats of Love   

Competition Shorts Block 1: 
On the Fringes   

10:00, Friday 3rd February, 75 minutes + Q&A

Breakfast Session 
There will be free tea, coffee 
& croissants before this screening. 

Cake

Guanape Sur
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SFFL: COMPETITION SCREENINGS

Name Director School Country Time Category

The Walkman Effect * David 
Scharr

Johannes 
Gutenberg Uni 
Mainz 

Germany 6 mins Fiction

The Photographer’s 
Wife

Karsten 
Krause, 
Philips 
Widmann

HFBK Hamburg Germany 29 mins Documentary

Beats of Love * Wim 
Geudens MAD-Faculty Belgium 7 mins Fiction 

Subculture* Christian 
Schega

Filmakademie 
Baden Wurt-
temberg

Germany 5 mins Fiction 

Cake Yan Xun, 
Xu Linfeng

Sichuan Uni-
versity China 5 mins Animation

Guanape Sur Janos 
Richter Zelig Italy 23 mins Documentary

Competition Shorts Block 1: 
On the Fringes   

*Filmmaker in Attendance 
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SFFL: COMPETITION SCREENINGS

Competition Shorts Block 2:
 Eclectic Mix 
12:15, Friday 3rd February
85 minutes + Q&A

Comprised predominantly of German-speaking films, this screening block offers a 

good range of genres and styles, perhaps one of the best ranges of topics and forms 

you’ll find in the festival. Two black and white films - one of which is a silent slapstick 

(let’s bring this art form back!), a documentary about how corporate greed destroyed 

a small town in Germany and two fiction shorts about disengaged families - one with 

a brilliant use of framing to convey fragmented relationships and the other about a 

family torn apart by secrets and false expectations.  On top of all of that we have 

three different types of animation – hand-drawn/painted Cartoon Network-style, a 

model stop-motion, and another that challenges your perception of reality.

Ainult Meie Kolm 

Hurdy Gurdy

Spycat 
and the 
Paper Chase
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SFFL: COMPETITION SCREENINGS

Kursdorf

Name Director School Country Time Category

Das Kartenspiel Klara Plainer
Uni of Applied 
Sciences Salz-
burg Mainz 

Austria 7 mins Fiction

Hurdy Gurdy
Daniel Seideneder 
& Daniel Pfeiffer-
Widmann

FH Mainz Germany 4 mins Fiction

Spycat and the 
Paper Chase * Darren Lim Nanyang Tech-

nical School Singapore 6 mins Animation

Synkro - Look 
at Yourself Chris Shen LCC UK 5 mins Music video

Ainult Meie 
Kolm Giampetro Balia Baltic Film and 

Media School Italy/Estonia 30 mins Fiction

The Scaffold* Peter Huebel-
bauer

University of 
Vienna Austria 8 mins Fiction

Kursdorf Michael Schwarz Academy of 
Arts Mainz Germany 15 mins Documentary

Under the Sur-
face * Amanda Brent

Canterbury 
Christ Church 
University

UK 5 mins Animation

I am Cereals - 
Galaxy

Mirjam Baker & 
Michael Kren

Uni of Applied 
Sciences St 
Polten

Austria 5 mins Music video

*Filmmaker in Attendance 

Competition Shorts Block 2: Eclectic Mix 
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SFFL: COMPETITION SCREENINGS

Somewhere West 
14:30, Friday 3rd February, 103 minutes

Described as a quiet film in a noisy time, Somewhere West explores the depth of human 

experience above its obvious drama. As Ian tries to isolate himself in order to die peacefully, 

he attracts other lost souls who make him appreciate his last living moments, but also 

anchor him when they’re supposed to let him go. A great visual example of the saying ‘still 

waters run deep’ Somewhere West channels the quiet agony of our journey within ourselves 

through the classic road trip movie genre. (PS - See if you can find the reference to Close 

Encounters). 

European Premiere

Name Director School Country Time Category

Somewhere West David Marek University of 
Colorado USA 103 mins Fiction
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SFFL: COMPETITION SCREENINGS

Competition Shorts Block 3: Original Thoughts
16:45, Friday 3rd February, 82 minutes + Q&A

Rewarding originality, be it through narrative or form, this screening block provides films of 

varying lengths (from less than a minute to half an hour) on an array of subjects. The films 

include a short about finding a new appreciation for your roots; an excellent use of film noir 

voiceover which gets amusingly confusing; a cool, fresh yet slightly retro music video; an 

animated metaphor about the futility of war; a highly original Czech short (any description 

would defeat the purpose of the plot)  and a BAFTA Scotland winning documentary dealing 

with redemption against the backdrop of the beautifully rainy Scottish Highlands.

Pan Pozde 

Escargot
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SFFL: COMPETITION SCREENINGS

Name Director School Country Time Category

Bird Bath Rose Hendry Duncan of Jordan-
stone College of Art UK 1 mins Fiction

Pan Pozde * Jiri Sadek Film Academy of 
Miroslav Ondricek

Czech 
Republic 14 mins Fiction 

Live It How You 
Got To Nic Wassell LFS UK 2 mins Music Video

Sin É * Seán Branigan NFTS UK 28 mins Fiction 

Doubletalk* Pacoe Foxell Oxford University UK 4 mins Fiction 

Escargot Manuel Sumberac Zagreb Academy 
of Arts Italy 9 mins Animation

Caring for Callum Lou McLoughlan Edinburgh College 
of Art UK 24 mins Documentary

*Filmmaker in Attendance 

Competition Shorts Block 3: Original Thoughts
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SFFL: COMPETITION SCREENINGS

A mix of some very short original films that range from sweet to experimental. You’ll be 

entranced as you learn how to cook a perfect German beef steak, mesmerized by a naked 

Hulk Hogan, become slightly disturbed by YouTube’s influence on people and witness a 

Turkish worker’s obsession with a fictional bag of money. You can also enjoy two music 

videos – both rap songs with different approaches – and more visually exciting work in 

several styles. Plus a spoonful of sugar in a little romantic story.

Beef

Competition Shorts Block 4: 
Narrative, Above & Beyond
19:00, Friday 3rd February, 77 minutes + Q&A
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SFFL: COMPETITION SCREENINGS

Name Director School Country Time Category

Beef * Oliver Duerr Kunsthochschule 
Mainz Germany 19 mins Fiction

Hogan Peter Millard Royal College of Art UK 2 mins Animation

Prince Obama Klara Plainer Uni of Applied Sci-
ences Salzburg Austria 2 mins Fiction

¡Oye! - When I'm 
Small * Alex Browning University of Glouces-

tershire UK 3 mins Music video

The Dark Tourist Andrew Gill Kingston University UK 2 mins Animation

Frames Marti Colomer University of North-
ampton UK 14 mins Fiction

Summer 
Senses*

Michelle Sophie 
Horn Kings College London UK 2 mins Fiction

Kontakt – Let Go Matej Jancar Canterbury Christ 
Church University

UK/Slova-
kia 4 mins Music video

Injuries * Jean-Phillipe 
Blunt MET Film School UK 10 mins Fiction

Based on a True 
Story* Kerem Keskin Istanbul Bilgi Uni-

versity Turkey 19 mins Fiction

Competition Shorts Block 4:
 Narrative, Above & Beyond

*Filmmaker in Attendance 
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SFFL: COMPETITION SCREENINGS

*Filmmaker in Attendance 

Concrete Walls + Factory 

Ostensibly a story about a ‘mysterious loner, a stranger with a secret buried deep’, Concrete 

Walls is something much more than its submission form could convey.  It is a hypnotic, 

wordless film of arresting beauty. While always remaining nothing less than utterly unique, at 

times, it recalls the work of the late, great Andrei Tarkovsky, and deserves to stand alongside 

such recent arthouse hits as Le quattro volte and Two Years at Sea as a minimalist work of 

immense cinematic vision. The fact that the strength of its captivating visuals are matched by 

its haunting soundtrack elevates Concrete Walls to the level of a tactile, sensory experience 

which leads the viewer, much like its wandering protagonist, through its industrial setting. Put 

simply, this is high level cinema in its purest form.

Following this is the floating camera of Factory, another film detailing the relationship between 

a man and his surroundings. A fascinating mix of reality and predetermined choreography, 

Factory is a quiet revolution of form. 

10:00, Saturday 4th February, 83 minutes + Q&A

World Premiere 

Name Director School Country Time Category

Concrete 
Walls * Michael Higgins National College of 

Art and Design Ireland 60 mins Fiction

Factory Bruno Ramos Goldsmith College UK 23 mins Documentary 

Concrete Walls 

Breakfast Session! 
There will be free tea, coffee & croissants before this screening. 
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Concrete Walls 

SFFL: COMPETITION SCREENINGS

This bittersweet collection of shorts is great 

company on a rainy day. The selection includes  two 

documentaries which talk about the past – one 

nostalgically, the other cautionary – and two fictions 

that deal with misunderstandings which take an 

interesting course. Following them is a Scott Pilgrim 

inspired music video, a sweet Disney-style animation 

and a Chinese love story initiated online, which 

manages to cross human borders.

Competition Shorts Block 5: 
Bittersweet
12:15, Saturday 4th February, 
88 minutes + Q&A Abuelas

Manege Magique

Name Director School Country Time Category

Abuelas * Afarin Eghbal NFTS UK/Argentina 9 mins Documentary

Give it Back Joseph de Guz-
man

Auckland Univer-
sity of Technology New Zealand 6 mins Fiction

Laundriness * Ana Rocha de 
Sousa LFS UK 24 mins Documentary

The Sharps 
- Play the 
game again

Jamahl Lindsay & 
Alexander Shaw 
Young

University of 
Southampton UK 3 mins Music Video

Someone 
Forgotten Ruby Wu Middlesex Uni-

versity UK 14 mins Fiction

Manege 
Magique * Viola Baier

Filmakademie 
Baden Wurttem-
berg

Germany 2 mins Animation

Ice Flowers Susan Gordan-
shekan

University of Tel-
evision and Film 
Munich

Germany 30 mins Fiction 
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SFFL: COMPETITION SCREENINGS

*Filmmaker in Attendance 

With an emphasis on exciting visuals, this screening block includes a funny mockumentary 

on dating behaviour, three postmodern ultra-short shorts, a documentary with a disturbing 

note; a Slovenian and a British short regarding nature and death; a microscopic wildlife 

documentary; a vintage looking music video and an animation with an interesting mix of 

techniques. Last but definitely not least, a documentary that will keep you smiling all the way 

through its 30 minutes.

Competition Shorts Block 6: 
Postmodernism vs Naturalism
14:15, Saturday 4th February, 94 minutes + Q&A

Behind Closed Eyes

Hula Girl
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Behind Closed Eyes

SFFL: COMPETITION SCREENINGS

Name Director School Country Time Category

Dull Boy *
Fru 
Kenworthy-
Browne

LCC UK 1 mins Fiction

Behind Closed Eyes Milan 
Urbajs AGRFT Slovenia 20 mins Fiction

Who Killed the 
Bear? *

Daniel 
Rodriguez

University of 
Gloucestershire UK 4 mins Documentary

Natural Resul 
Keech Central Film School UK 7 mins Fiction

Brussels * Harpreet 
Kaur

Canterbury Christ 
Church University UK 2 mins Animation

Loose Ends * Kim Strobl Central Film School UK 15 mins Fiction 

Wadland* Marleen 
van Der Salford University Nether-

lands/UK 10 mins Documentary

Protestant Work 
Ethic - Softer Waves Ostblok “Die Graphische” 

HGBLVA Austria 3 mins Music video

High Expectations * Liron Kroll Royal College of Art UK 3 mins Animation

Hula Girl * Joe Toms-
Ashcroft

Sheffield Hallam 
Uni UK 27 mins Documentary

Egg and Fag Rose 
Hendry

Duncan of Jordan-
stone College of Art UK 2 mins Fiction

*Filmmaker in Attendance 

Competition Shorts Block 6: 
Postmodernism vs Naturalism
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SFFL: COMPETITION SCREENINGS

Tren Paraguay + In The Light Of Memory  
17:00, Saturday 4th February, 102 minutes

Name Director School Country Time Category

Tren Paraguay Mauricio Rial Banti 
& Gabriela Cueto

Universidad 
del Cine 

Argentina/
Paraguay 64 mins Documentary

In the Light of 
Memory Alyssa Grossmanr Univerisity of 

Gothenburg
Sweden/Ro-
mania 38 mins Documentary

Two nostalgic documentaries from opposite sides of the world. Tren Paraguay’s main character 

is a passenger train that used to ride over the border between Argentina and Paraguay. It 

advances through old railway tracks, where desolate places reveal a secret: the train is still alive 

in the people. Its charm and impact are shaped vividly through villager’s recollections. Be it 

related to poverty, youth, ghost sightings, New Year’s Eve celebrations or death – everyone has 

a story to tell. A remarkable use of sound design evoking the train’s presence and the inventive 

point-of-view make this a professional and edgy documentary.

Back in Eastern Europe, In The Light Of Memory observes people in their natural environment 

in order to capture a part of their essence on film. Made from an anthropological perspective, 

the camera tentatively seeks truth in the little things in life: unusual facial expressions, subtle 

gestures or an old man’s rant about society’s shortcomings. The film is unobtrusive and slightly 

shy but strong and insightful. 
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SFFL: COMPETITION SCREENINGS

We found high production values in a Western and in a beautifully sad stop-

motion animation. We also added an insightful and funny documentary about blind 

sculpting, a heartily told story about an untimely death, a crazy stroboscopic music 

video and a quiet portrayal of a man running away from his wedding day. 

Competition Shorts Block 7: 
Why So Serious? 

19:15, Saturday 4th February, 86 minutes + Q&A

Playing Ghost

The Pride of Wade Ellison 
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SFFL: COMPETITION SCREENINGS

Name Director School Country Time Category

The Pride of 
Wade Ellison * Seán Branigan NFTS UK 25 mins Fiction

Contatto * Luca Torrente LCC UK/Italy 18 mins Documentary

Cheval Surf * Anastasia 
Ivanova LCC UK 4 mins Music video

Callum * Michael van 
der Put

Drama Centre 
London UK 14 mins Fiction

Playing Ghost 
* Bianca Ansems NFTS UK 10 mins Animation

A Man Asleep Ophir Ben 
Shimon

Tel-Aviv 
University Isreal 15 mins Fiction 

*Filmmaker in Attendance 

Competition Shorts Block 7: 
Why So Serious? 
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SFFL: COMPETITION SCREENINGS

No Entry No Exit  

Name Director School Country Time Category

No Entry No 
Exit

Mareille Klein, 
Julie Kreuzer

University of 
Television and 
Film Munich 

Germany 82 mins Documentary

No Entry No Exit   
10:00, Sunday 5th February, 82 minutes

Neutrality and impartiality are the key requirements for justice – especially in a case 

such as in No Entry No Exit, where a formerly convicted paedophile returns to his 

hometown to live with his brother and his family. With these principles in mind, the 

documentary is never accusatory of the former rapist nor of the local townspeople, 

who for a more than a year lobby against his presence and shame his family for taking 

him in. Following both sides of the camp, we discover how deeply rooted the residents’ 

hatred is, how some are more flexible and seek to understand the ex-prisoner and his 

family’s situation, and how this family is able to cope with the weight of the past and the 

media. Although documentary is a form of media and therefore could have dramatised 

the situation, No Entry No Exit is an open-minded representation of a situation which is 

difficult to tolerate and easy to misjudge. 

Breakfast Session
There will be free tea, coffee & croissants before this screening. 
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SFFL: COMPETITION SCREENINGS

No Ashes No Phoenix   
12:15, Sunday 5th February, 88 minutes

Every now and again a film comes along which takes you completely by surprise. No 

Ashes No Phoenix, a documentary about German basketball told ‘from the depths of 

the locker room’, is one of those films. By placing Head Coach, Ingo Freyer and his 

team, the Phoenix Hagen, at its centre, it’s the people behind the sport, rather than 

the sport itself, which take centre stage – making the film accessible and exciting 

even to people with little-to-no interest in the game itself. Beautifully shot and 

superbly edited, No Ashes No Phoenix is a rare breed of bird.

Name Director School Country Time Category

No Ashes No 
Phoenix  Jens Pfeifer

University of 
Television and 
Film Munich 
(HFF) 

Germany 88 mins Documentary
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SFFL: COMPETITION SCREENINGS

*Filmmaker in Attendance 

A fun and outgoing mix of films, from crazy street performers in Germany to a great 

example of awkward British humour. Other films include a cool CGI music video; a 

documentary about a football celebrity in Spain and a film on cultural identity told through 

the perspective of a British born Indian kid.

Competition Shorts Block 8: Cool, Fun 
and Childish 
14:30, Sunday 5th February, 86 minutes + Q&A

Minut de Gloria 

Name Director School Country Time Category

Between Two 
Points*

Katja 
Flachen-
berger

FH Hagenberg Austria 2 mins Music video

Minut de Gloria Eric Motjer ESCAC Spain 32 mins Documentary

The Road 
Home

Rahul Gan-
dotra LFS UK 23 mins Fiction

In-Between* Lena Stiller
University of 
Television and 
Film Munich

Germany 14 mins Documentary

An Outstand-
ing Perfomer *

Jonathan 
Schey MET Film School UK 15 mins Fiction 
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SFFL: COMPETITION SCREENINGS

Name Director School Country Time Category

Song and 
Moon Wu Na Guandong University 

of Foreign Studies China 90 mins Fiction

Song and Moon 

Song and Moon 
16:45, Sunday 5th February, 90 minutes

Like several other films showing in this year’s festival, Song and Moon approaches its 

material from an ethnological perspective. Detailing daily life among the Dong ethnic 

minority living in a remote village in the Guizhou province of Southwest China, a 

tender love story concerning high school graduate Xing’s feelings for local tearaway 

Fei emerges amidst the film’s portrait of the local characters and customs. Made 

within the community by Dong director Wu Na, Song and Moon is at once critical 

and celebratory of its cultural heritage. Completed while Wu Na was still in her early 

twenties, the film’s measured pace and masterfully controlled atmosphere surely 

announce the arrival of a great new talent on the stage of world cinema.  
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SFFL: COMPETITION SCREENINGS

In order to make the festival more accessible for anyone who can’t make it to 

London, we have an exclusive online category. The winner of this section will be 

voted for by YOU. Just watch the selected films on the digital online filmmaking 

studio, Garage (mubi.com/garage) between the 20th January and 4th February 

2012 and let us know which one struck you the most. We’re looking forward to 

seeing what a global audience will pick, so watch this space: www.sfflondon.org.  

The selection of films include: a collection of love stories, a best friend haunting the 

living, a subtle tale about technical apprenticeships, a piano teacher under Mafia 

pressure, an anti-bullying parable, a period office drama, a documentary about the 

Occupy Movement in Spain, a photo-journalism doc about sexuality in hedonistic 

Brazil and a David Attenborough style wildlife documentary.    

    

Online Popularity Award
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SFFL: COMPETITION SCREENINGS

Name Director School Country Time Category

Alle Werden Piet Baum-
gartner

University of 
the Arts Zurich Switzerland 19 mins Fiction

Another 
Game

Jean Guillaume 
Sonnier ECAL Switzerland 18 mins Fiction 

Best Friends 
Forever Sameer Patel LFS UK 8 mins Fiction

Bricks and 
Blocks Gregor Frei ECAL Switzerland 19 mins Fiction 

For Elsie David Winstone Westminster 
University UK 23 mins Fiction 

God Bless the 
Eaten Ones Wei Shen King's College 

London UK 10 mins Fiction 

Hadley TK-
421

Jonathan Reid-
Edwards

Drama Centre 
London UK 18 mins Fiction 

Indign@dos Anahi Aradas LCC UK 20 mins Documentary

Online Popularity Award
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Online Popularity Award

SFFL: COMPETITION SCREENINGS

Name Director School Country Time Category

In View Martin Lund-
mark

Edith Cowan 
University Australia 15 mins Fiction 

One Day Two 
Wheels Rino Pucci Westminster 

University UK 10 mins Documentary

Snapshots of 
Sexuality Alice Sephton University Col-

lege of London UK/Brazil 12 mins Documentary

Tick Tock Amin Mueller Bournemouth/
Weymouth UK 14 mins Fiction 

Two Doors Arthur Arensen MET Film 
School

UK/Nor-
way 9 mins Fiction

Where The Wild 
Things Were Amber Eames Salford Uni-

versity UK 15 mins Documentary

Online Popularity Award
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SFFL: OUT OF COMPETITION SCREENINGS

Out of Competition Block 1: Film School 
Focus: ECAM
10:00, Saturday 4th Feburary, 79 minutes

A special screening celebrating the Spanish film school ECAM (Escuelas de Cine 

y Televisión de Madrid), whose talented students present an interesting range 

of work in fiction and animation. There are stories of misunderstood vampires, 

a washing machine playing Cupid, zombies, a cathartic destruction of a home, 

unlikely friendships, a very odd girlfriend and edgy animations (including a clever 

noir, and one about a vengeful chicken!). 

Out of Competition 
Screenings

Breakfast Session 
There will be free tea, coffee & croissants before this screening. 
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SFFL: OUT OF COMPETITION SCREENINGS

Name Director School Country Time Category

Sin Palabras Bel Armenteros ECAM Spain 14 mins Fiction

Dogballs 
Ernesto Felipe 
Díaz, Hugo Lla-
nas Lumbierres

ECAM Spain 3 mins Animation

A tiempo Guillermo 
Magariños ECAM Spain 13 mins Fiction

La Lavadora

Ana Aurora 
Rodríguez, An-
drea Correa 
Quiroz

ECAM Spain 12 mins Fiction

El vampirito Pablo Navarro-
Rubio ECAM Spain 18 mins Fiction

La familia de 
mi novia

Guillermo 
Chapa ECAM Spain 12 mins Fiction

Eso te pasa 
por barroco

Pablo Serrano 
Rosillo ECAM Spain 4 mins Animation

Fase terminal Marta Génova ECAM Spain 13 mins Fiction

SFFL: OUT OF COMPETITION SCREENINGS

Out of Competition Block 1: 
Film School Focus: ECAM
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SFFL: OUT OF COMPETITION SCREENINGS

As Student Film Festival London is all about beginners and students, we thought 

it might be interesting to look at one of the key influences in their work: their 

teachers. Who are they and what are they trying to express artistically? Is their 

previous work infused in what they teach? And is this something students try to 

imitate or go against? Come have a look at this screening if you want to know 

more about the people who have a hidden effect on student films.

Out of Competition Block 2: Teachers
10:00, Sunday 5th February, 76 minutes + Intro

Breakfast Session
There will be free tea, coffee & croissants before this screening. 

Bro
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SFFL: OUT OF COMPETITION SCREENINGS

Name Director School Country Time Category

It's Natural 
To Be Afraid * Neil Fox Bedford College UK 9 mins Fiction

Gold Rachel Davies, 
Polly Nash LCC UK 10 mins Fiction

Bro Chris Dundon Brunel University UK 18 mins Fiction 

After 8 Nick Reed CORE Workshops UK 18 mins Fiction

Hic Nick Reed CORE Workshops UK 7 mins Fiction

Give Me a 
Dram Jeremy Moss Franklin & Mar-

shall College USA 14 mins Fiction 

*Filmmaker in Attendance 

Out of Competition Block 2: Teachers
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SFFL: OUT OF COMPETITION SCREENINGS

A selection of short films curated by the London Short Film Festival that shows us 

earlier work by some of the UK’s recent successful feature directors. Britain has 

always been known for its strong film school culture, attracting wannabe directors 

from across the globe to our highly regarded film schools. And those schools have 

also given us some of the great filmmakers that have either created home-grown 

successes or taken the Hollywood route. Here’s a chance to see a selection of 

recent successful names who are currently doing well at award seasons or bringing 

in the box office hits; they’re not the older generation just yet, as they’re still 

young enough to be fresh and interesting, with much more exciting work to come. 

This is a chance to see where the seeds were initially sown, including work by 

Harry Potter director David Yates, and Peter Strickland, director of the award-

winning Katalin Varga and the forthcoming Beberian Sound Studio. 

Out of Competition Block 3: London Short 
Film Festival presents Student Success 
Stories
16:45, Sunday 5th February
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THURSDAY NIGHT

SFFL: EVENTS — THURSDAY

Opening Night Ceremony
19:30- 23:00, Thursday 2nd February

Come join us for the first party of the festival to celebrate aspiring student 

filmmakers across the globe. The evening will feature the launch of our 72 hour film 

challenge where 5 student filmmakers will be given a brief and a shooting kit, then 

sent out into the night to embark on the production of a lifetime. You will also get 

to see the winning film and filmmaker of London Short Film Festival’s, ‘Student Film 

Award’. Continuing with our student theme, the entertainment on the night will be 

an enchanting student orchestra.

 

Festival 
Events
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FRIDAY

SFFL: EVENTS — FRIDAY

Yomi Ayeni Multiplatform Workshop 
12:00, Friday 3rd February, 60 minutes

Yomi Ayeni’s workshop explores how to kick a film audience out of passive mode 

and turn them into active participants and ambassadors of the unique experiential 

encounters that make up his immersive films.He encourages the audience of his 

transmedia projects to probe for hidden parts of the narrative, in some cases 

become the sole storyteller of what they find and share their experiences via 

interactions on social network platforms.

Yomi believes that one of the most effective delivery platforms is the human mind. 

It can be used to seed stories and it gives a unique perspective dependent on 

personal background. Feeding whatever is found back into a storyworld infuses it 

with unparalleled diversity, not to mention the unpredictable results.

Yomi Ayeni is a transmedia producer / digital strategist. He created Breathe 

(2009), developed Violette’s Dream (2008), produced Global E-Missions for 

ITV and won 2001 Best Use of New Media Broadcast Award.  His new project 

Clockwork Watch is in development and will launch in 2012, he also works as 

media liaison for Burning Man Festival in Nevada.
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Commissioning for International 
Documentary ideas
13:15, Friday 3rd February, 60 minutes

If you’re interested in using documentary film to tell stories from around the 

world – or if you’ve already got an international story you want to cover – then 

you need to know how to get your ideas commissioned. This session, organised by 

One World Media, will look at commissioning for international documentary with 

a focus on how to get your film in front of UK audiences. We’ll discuss the dos 

and don’ts of approaching commissioners and how the landscape for international 

documentaries is developing. Current professionals will be available to provide 

firsthand advice.  

One World Media is a UK-based charity promoting media that contributes to global 

dialogue and understanding, human rights and development. These sessions 

are part of the One World Media Student Programme, funded by UKaid from the 

Department for International Development. More information at oneworldmedia.

org.uk.  

More information at oneworldmedia.

org.uk.
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International Documentary 
Master Class
14:45, Friday 3rd February, 90 minutes
Documentary filmmakers play a vital role in bringing stories from around the world 

to people’s screens. But if you’re thinking about telling stories from other countries 

through documentary, how do you go about it? And what challenges might you 

face? In this session, two current filmmakers with international experience will talk 

about specific films they have made and how they made them.  

One World Media is a UK-based charity promoting media that contributes to global 

dialogue and understanding, human rights and development. These sessions 

are part of the One World Media Student Programme, funded by UKaid from the 

Department for International Development. More information at oneworldmedia.

org.uk.

From Student to Filmmaker 
16:45, Friday 2nd February, 90 minutes

So, you’ve come out of University with a film degree and a bunch of short films under 

your belt, and now you want to make your first feature. But how? From doing it 

microbudget to raising significant 

funding, this panel discussion 

will look at some of the different 

options available to filmmakers 

who want to finance, produce, 

market and distribute their debut 

films. From getting it made to 

getting it seen, we’ll be covering 

many of the bases you’ll need 

to travel over on your way from 

student to filmmaker.
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Trudy Bellinger Career Interview
18:45, Friday 3rd February, 75 minutes

We are absolutely delighted to have award-winning music 

video director Trudy Bellinger join us on stage for an in-depth 

interview about her long and varied career: a career which has 

seen her move from installation artist to Executive Producer of 

Merge UK. Along the way she has floor managed for Chris Evans, 

headed up EMI’s Creative Affairs & Music Video department, and 

directed videos for such acclaimed artists as Sophie Ellis-Bextor, 

Girls Aloud, Sugababes and Pixie Lott. Trudy will discuss all of 

this and more as we find out how she has become one of the 

leading practitioners in her field. Do not miss the opportunity to 

learn from the best. 

Trudy is also a member of our Music Video Judging panel, and you can find her biography at: 

www.sfflondon.org/en/the-awards-judging-voting.html. 

Friday Night Party and Networking 

This party is guaranteed to be buzzing with film fanatics and is 

a perfect place to let loose after an overload of screenings and 

workshops. Located in the Darkroom, this SU Bar offers drinks 

at a student price! There will be interactive games hosted by 

our friends at Gorilla Film Magazine and lots of prizes to be 

won.

20:00, Friday 3rd February
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SATURDAY 
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Pinewood on ‘Post Production’
11:30, Saturday 4th February, 30 minutes

From Pinewood, Dennis Weinreich comes to share his experiences and tell us what he feels 

students should know before they graduate. Not to be missed for anyone aspiring for a 

career in an area of post-production.

Dennis Weinreich has been a music recording engineer/producer and film sound mixer for 

over 40 years. Previously he was Managing Director for Film and TV post production at 

Pinewood Group. He was also the founder and MD of Videosonics, one of the UK’s premier 

Film and TV sound facilities. He started his career in his native Los Angeles before coming 

to the UK in 1971.

Since its beginning, Pinewood Studios has been 

the location for many well-known films and 

has become renowned as a major studio 

for international box office hits. Its credits 

include the James Bond films, Harry Potter 

and the Deathly Hallows, X-Men: First Class 

and The Dark Knight to name a few.
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Rushes Soho Shorts present 
Monetizing Short Format Content
12:15, Saturday 4th February 
60 minutes

Do you have an archive of short form work sat doing nothing? Just about to 

make your first short? Are you somewhere between those two? Award winning 

filmmakers, short film distributors and exhibitors discuss the variety of options 

available in making the most out of your short form content. The panel will 

discuss financial opportunities available today, what you should be doing to plan 

ahead to make the most of latest distribution models and will be considering how 

you should be aggregating your social media / networks to fund your next project. 

Essentially - they’ll be providing you with ideas on how to get a financial return on 

your work.
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Truth and Lies: The Art of Screen Acting
12:45, Saturday 4th February, 240 minutes
In screen acting the proximity of the lens demands total honesty from an 

actor, whilst the nature of recording imposes a series of limitations due to 

shot size, proximity of the microphone, tracks to cross and marks to hit. 

During this workshop we’ll be looking at how to marry these two conflicting 

demands of utter authenticity and technical compromise to produce a 

successful onscreen performance. 

The workshop will be run by Nick Reed (www.nickreed.net). Nick has written TV, 

film and theatre and directed award winning short films that have sold to HBO 

and Canal+. He also coaches actors on an individual basis and in drama schools. 

There will be a limit of 8 participants for the workshop but there will also be 

space for people to observe the process. To participate in the workshop as 

an actor or observer please book as soon as possible. If you would like to 

participate please contact info@sfflondon.org.You will be sent a scene to work 

on shortly before the workshop.
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“Page One” Script Editing Workshop
   15:00, Saturday 4th February, 75 minutes

Steven manages the feature slate of independent producer Loves Me Not Films as well 

as running their film and TV development management service. Working directly with 

a community of writers, the service is designed provide script notes as well as connect 

screenwriters with agents and producers.  For more information please see http://www.

lovesmenotfilms.co.uk and http://www.facebook.com/lovesmenotfilms. If you would like 

your script’s first page to be assessed at the workshop send it now to:  info@

sfflondon.org

Screenwriters, are you happy with your script’s first page? Does it provide a punchy intro 

to your world? Many producers and agents evaluate the key elements of a screenplay 

in the first act or opening ten pages. Aiming to use every page of a script to its highest 

potential, this workshop will focus on Page Ones alone. How can your script’s opening 

page invite producers and agents to want to read more?

Pre-selected writers will discuss their script on stage, with their pages examined and 

their various elements assessed and edited in an effort to refine the read and give a 

tight first page. Focusing on a variety of craft tips and notes catered to getting the most 

out of a single side of screenwriting, the session will be run by development producer 

Steven Russell. 
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With some real challenging fare being shown at the Festival, we all deserve 

a breather, and that’s what Saturday night is for! We have a double-dose of 

shenanigans. Firstly, a film quiz to test the cinema lovers among you. We are 

attempting to make as many rounds as possible smartphone proof, so be warned 

cheaters! For those expecting fiendish questioning just on Italian neo-realism or 

German expressionism, don’t, this is as much about Carpenter as Fellini, Bette 

Davis as Amy Adams. So put together your team, think of a name, and good luck!

Following on from the Quiz will be a party, Midnight Madness (actually starting at 

around 9pm, but going on till 1am). A fresh-faced hipster DJ will be playing some 

records, while some of the more idiosyncratic and visually interesting submissions 

to this year’s Festival are projected onto a screen and shown on the TVs in the bar. 

You don’t need to take part in the Quiz to attend this, but if you’re at the Quiz, 

invites are automatic.

Film Quiz and Midnight Madness
19.30 - Late, Saturday 4th February
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Meet the Programmers
12:15, Sunday 5th February, 30 minutes

Putting together the programme for our inaugural 

festival has been an interesting, exciting and 

challenging experience, and one that we want to 

share with you. In this short talk our programming

Building a Career in Film Curating 
13:00, Sunday 5th February, 60 minutes

With film festivals multiplying all around the globe and new degrees springing up in film 

curating, becoming a programmer seems like an attractive job for film lovers everywhere. 

But what is the reality of the industry? What does it take to build a sustainable programming 

career in a world of budget cuts and struggling economies? This discussion will attempt to 

answer these questions and more as our panel of experts discuss their experiences and give 

hints on how to get your programming career started. We’ll also be examining the role that 

film festivals play in the modern era and asking whether being a programmer really is as 

simple as watching through a few films and picking your favourites.

team (consisting of Alex Barrett, Alma Andreescu, Hemanth Kissoon and João Serejo) 

will speak about the selection process they went through, the trends they noticed 

among the submitted films, and give their tips for the range of submissions they look 

forward to receiving next year. The team will also be encouraging discussion about this 

year’s programme and taking your questions about the festival.
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Met Film School presents Filmmaking vs 
Film School
15:15, Sunday 5th February, 60 minutes

As digital technology continues to bring down the cost of filmmaking, the cost of 

studying film continues in the other direction. With fees for a degree now often 

amounting to more than the budget for a microbudget feature, the timeless 

question of ‘filmmaking or film school?’ seems more relevant than ever. A 

multitude of arguments in favour of each side will make this a lively debate, with 

the aim to examine the pros and cons of each of these two contrasting approaches 

to getting started in the film industry. 
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Award Ceremony and Closing Night Party

Come and witness the brave new world of cinema. We are delighted to invite you to 

a celebration of student film at our award ceremony at the Apollo Cinema, Piccadilly 

Circus, hosted by actress Jayne Wisener. Following the award ceremony we will transport 

you into the magical world of Making Tracks. Making Tracks is a groundbreaking 

short-film event that offers up-and-coming filmmakers the chance to have their work 

re-scored by a live band. In a regular event combining film and live music, Whirlygig 

Cinema present a programme of visually-stimulating shorts alongside brand new scores 

performed live by The Cabinet of Living Cinema. whirlygigcinema.com/makingtracks

19:00 -21:30, Sunday 5th February
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The Stanley Kubrick Archive Tours

The late Stanley Kubrick is surely one filmmaker who needs no introduction. 

From the 1950s up until his untimely death in 1999, Kubrick was a director of 

unparalleled vision and innovation. He was also a meticulous archivist of his 

filmmaking process, and in 2007 his personal archive arrived at LCC, containing 

more than 1000 boxes of paraphernalia relating to his work. Among others items, 

the boxes contain prints and contact sheets of his early photographs, drawings 

form Barry Lyndon, Danny Torrance’s red jacket from The Shining and the 

Vietnamese sniper’s decapitated head from Full Metal Jacket.

We are delighted that as part of the festival we are able to offer four tours of 

these archives guided by Senior Archivist Richard Daniels. The tour will be a study 

of Stanley Kubrick’s films in the form of scripts, treatments, drafts, working and 

research documents, costumes, props, books and film equipment. 

The tours will run at 11:00 and 13:00 on both Friday 3rd and Saturday 4th 

February. Each tour will last one hour and has a maximum group size of 12 people. 
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72 Hour Film Challenge! 
powered by Panos London

Taking part in the Student Film Festival’s 72 hour challenge 
means that Panos London can share our vision with promis-
ing young film makers, encouraging them to make the mar-
ginalised visible and feature their voices and stories. Pa-
nos London will also be sponsoring an internship for one 
lucky student, mentoring them and building their capac-

ity to use participatory communication methods to enhance their film making skills.

Having a say in how we live is something that we often take for granted. Most of us 
reading these words are able to communicate our opinions publicly and affect de-
cisions in our family, community, society and government. Yet, millions of people 
around the world don’t have this freedom and remain silent and invisible. Panos Lon-
don works to break the barriers that keep people silent. They create new spaces for 
dialogue and inclusive platforms for people who are often not heard, by engaging with 
the media, using participatory communication approaches and technologies, such 
as mobile phones, social media, oral testimonies and video and photo storytelling.

How Does the Competition Work?

SFFL will invite 5 student filmmakers to participate in the challenge.
Each filmmaker is allowed to work with a crew of 3 people. They will get 3 days or 72 
hours to create a 1-3 minute short film. 

The challenge will launch as part of the SFFL Opening Ceremony at 7pm on 2nd 
February 2012. Panos London will present the brief that will outline the rules of 
the challenge. SFFL will provide all teams with camera, sound and editing equip-
ment for all 3 days. All teams are required to submit their films online to competi-
tion@sfflondon.org at 7pm on 5th February 2012.These films will be featured on the 
SFFL website for one week and the winner will be declared by majority public vote. 

SFFL: EVENTS 
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SFFL: VENUE INFORMATION
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Festival Passes:
£15 Student Pass
£20 Non Student Pass
A Festival Pass allows general access to all events and parties except the 
Award Ceremony. With a Festival Pass, access to each event is based on 
a first-come-first-serve basis. In the event of a screening, workshop, party 
or lecture reaching its maximum capacity, doors will be closed to general 
pass holders. However, a portion of seats at each event are available for 
reservation through ‘Individual Event Tickets’.

Individual Event Tickets:
£3 Student Ticket
£5 Non Student Ticket 

Tickets and Passes can be purchased on 
our website: www.sfflondon.org

and also  from our office:

Student Film Festival London
Room W223

London College of Communication
Elephant and Castle

SE1 6SB

Please contact info@sfflondon.org for more information.

TICKET 
INFORMATION

SFFL: Ticket Information
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The internal structure of Student Film Festival London is a synergy  of creative, 
cultural, commercial and academic organs.  Not only does our programme reflect 
international talent, but also our team which is comprised of individuals from the 
UK, India, China, Canada, the United States, Russia, Poland, Germany, and Italy, 
giving us access to international filmmaking in its native domains.

Alumni of Harvard University, London School of Economics, UCLA, Zhejiang 
University of Business and Technology, Brunel University and University of the Arts 
London (among others) bring a rich diversity of perspectives and talent.
Each of us strives to fulfil the organization’s common goals: to encourage, inspire 
and create future careers in film.

We hope you enjoy the festival and look forward to your feedback!

SFFL: CREDITS

Festival Directors
Naqisa Silva
Umar Khan
Suchi Zhao

Programming
Alex Barrett
Alma Andreescu
Hemanth Kissoon
Joao Serejo
Siddhant Janwalikar

Marketing

Alice Melin
Akshuna Bhakshi
Karishma Talitha

Sponsorship

Jenny Paramanov
Hannah Kaplan
Katy Leach
Isadora Rivera

China Team

Yajing Qiu
Yijing Qiu
Jiamei Xu

Art &Design
Xuan Zhang
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China Team

Yajing Qiu
Yijing Qiu
Jiamei Xu

SFFL: THANK YOU!

The staff at Student Film Festival London would like to sincerely thank the following people 
for their kind support in the form of time, monetary donations and valuable advice. 

Anna Mondavio, Ali Khalil, Ali Reza, Aliya Khan, Arts Thread, Austrian Forum, Bich Tran, 
Bish Simkhada, Carlo Presenti, Catherine Lecavalier, Caroline Archer, Best for film, Close 
up film, Correia, Cyrus Dastoor, Dan Li, Daniel Raz , Dann Emmons, DECODE, Denise 
Searle, Elina Street, Elizabeth Stewart, Emma Atkins, Farooq Shah, Fiona Grundy, Fran-

cessca Chen, Franzi Florack, Gavin Humphries, Gbemi Ogunkeye, Goethe Institut, Guestlist 
network, Hamad Alawar, Hannah Hussain, Haneefa Armstrong, Ian Simms, Ignite Creative, 
Independent Cinema Office, Innocent smoothies, Italian Cultural Institute, Ivo Dinkov, Jade 
Syed Bokhari, Jason Paul, Jenni Graham, Jonathan Owen Thomas, Joshua Bickerstaff, Kelvin 

Rose, KCLRadio, Laura Gilbert, LCC Security, Leslie Claridge, Lois Giles, Lois Gration, 
Loose TV, Martyn Barrett, Michelle Moubarak, Nadia Hussain, Nadina Osmani, Naima 

Khan, Neelam Shah, Nick Reed, Omar Shah, Peter Penny, Philip Ilson, Polly Nash, Prime 
Cuts, Riaz Shah, Robert Beck, Russian Tourism Board, Sandra Kemp, Sara Shah, Sarah 

Khalaf, Shabeena Khan, Shahida Khan, Shamiana, Stuart Coles, Student Beans, Syed Wasti, 
Tia Jeewa, Wallace Hobbs, Warwick TV, Weiben Jia Will Harding, Wings of Poesey, Xin 

Zhou, Ying Yang, Yomi Ayeni, Yoomoo Frozen Yoghurt, Yunyou Gan.

A very special thank you to Sandra Kemp, Head of College at the London College of 
Communication for giving us the privilege of hosting the festival in one of Europe’s most 

prestigious art institutions. 

We’d like to thank all of our judges and their respective agents for their interest and
 cooperation.

And last but not least, we’d like to thank all the student filmmakers who submitted their 
films this year!

Thank You!
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